Experience-based content streaming service

A new kind of excitement, Group Augmented Reality
Stream content to multiple users of smart glasses
simultaneously for an exciting new experience

Groups can share an Augmented Reality experience together

viewers to enjoy their experience together, just like watching on
a big screen. From group tours to far-away events,

for truly next-level content delivery!

the possibilities are as endless as the imagination.

Events
Tourism

By streaming content simultaneously to multiple devices, PORECT allows

Experience fossils and images of olden
times as a group, and unlock a shared
sense of adventure.
Smart glasses provide hands-free
operation, which allows tours to
proceed smoothly.

Subtitled descriptions that explain the
game to beginners and videos filmed
from the perspective of the head

Enterprise PR

coach let sports fans of all levels gain

Whether it’s a tour of your clean rooms or a
close-up look at your internal machinery, you can
give your guests an immersive tour that takes them

new insights into the game.

to places they could never see in real life.

And since smart glasses are wearable,

Smart glasses do not impair visibility, so there’s no

they can provide an exciting

need to arrange for a “safe-area” like there is when

experience anywhere.

using VR goggles.
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You can use existing pictures and videos as PORECT content.

You can use Microsoft® PowerPoint® to create quality content.
*The included Content Creation Guide teaches you how to do it, and the included sample data
CD-ROM provides great design elements you can use.
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You can use a RICOH THETA camera to create immersive content captured in 360°.
*360° content can only be played back. It cannot be edited.
* The term “Group Augmented Reality” used here refers to the broadcasting of Augmented Reality content to multiple devices simultaneously.

Photos and videos
can be viewed in

360°

PORECT Package Overview
PORECT is an Augmented Reality app that can stream content simultaneously to multiple smart glasses via Wi-Fi.
The PORECT package contains the following items.
・Broadcast system (broadcaster app, receiver app)
・Operation Manual (booklet)

・Content Creation Guide (booklet)
・Sample data (CD-ROM)

The Content Creation Guide explains how to use Microsoft® PowerPoint® to create video content.
The sample data CD-ROM contains sample design elements that are used in the examples in the Content Creation
Guide. The following devices are also needed to set up the PORECT system and must be purchased separately.
・Compatible smart glasses

・Android™ tablet

・Portable Wi-Fi router

For information about the requirements for these devices, refer to System Requirements.

PORECT System Composition
Content is viewed using smart glasses, and playback is controlled using a tablet.
The tablet and smart glasses must be connected to the same Wi-Fi router.

MOVERIO

MOVERIO
Wi-Fi router
Tablet
* Content must be copied to the tablet and smart glasses beforehand
in order to be used with the system.

MOVERIO

System Requirements
Compatible smart glasses

Epson MOVERIO BT-300/350

Compatible tablets

Android™ 5.0/5.1.1/6.0/7.0 tablet with 1280×800 pixel display, 2GB or more RAM,
7-inch screen or larger recommended

Required hardware

Portable Wi-Fi router (SIM card not required)

Compatible 360° camera

RICOH THETA

Compatible content formats

MP4 (video), JPEG (still pictures)

Contact us for more information, and find out how the system can be used.

porect@crestec.nl
Crestec Europe B.V. www.crestec.eu
・Android is a trademark of Google Inc.

・Microsoft and PowerPoint are either trademarks or registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the United States and/or other countries.
・PORECT is a product name of Crestec Inc.
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